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October – November 2009 
 

This issue of the Northwest Quadrant Report focuses on the following   
updates: 
 

• Dump Closure   
• Trail Connections 
• Northwest Refinery Site 
• Rebranding Process 
  

Dump Closure 
 
Work on the east side dump closure (see Figure 1 and photos) is in the 
final stages of completion.  Over the last few weeks the contractor has 
been placing the final soil covers and grass seed/straw that will be used 
to establish vegetation.  The remaining work should be completed this 
week, weather permitting.   
 
Figure 1: Dump Closure Plan  

To help finance the roughly $5.2M project, 
the City received $2.6M from the Minnesota 
Department of Employment and Economic 
Development (DEED) and $1.4M from the 
Metropolitan Council.  In addition, the City 
secured another $2.0M of bond funds from 
the state to help with sewer-related 
infrastructure installed as part of the dump 
closure project. 
 
Initial work on the dump closure started in 
the fall of 2008 and has taken about one  
year to complete.  As part of the project, old 
dump material was removed from the area 
that is shown in Figure 1 (dashed line) and 
either taken off-site for disposal or 
consolidated on site.  A landfill cap has been 
constructed over the consolidated dump 
area (olive and yellow areas).  
     
Plan courtesy of Barr Engineering 
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The City is responsible for on-going groundwater and methane monitoring in the future.  On the 
following pages are the latest pictures of the dump closure project. 

 

 
Final grade of site near former post office 

 

 
Trucks hauling clean cover soils 
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Turf cover over dump and venting system 

Photo courtesy of Barr Engineering 
 

Trail Connections 
 
Beginning this fall the City will start work on a new trail, which will connect with Long Lake Regional 
Park. The trail will start near the boat land landing at the south end of Long Lake and then be 
routed under the railroad bridge at I-694.  The path will then proceed northeast along the edge of 
the APi corporate headquarters.  In addition, a segment of path will be constructed around the two 
storm ponds that are adjacent to the main trail.  The City received a grant from the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resource (MnDNR) to help pay for part of the cost.  The project is 
scheduled to be completed by next spring. 
 
The trail will be designed for both pedestrian and bicycle usage.  The City is currently evaluating 
options on the width of the trail.  Due to the favorable bids, which were significantly less than 
anticipated, the City may widen the path.  The trail will be constructed using asphalt that should be 
less to maintain than woodchips.  The City will also use park dedication funds to help pay for the 
City’s contribution toward the project.  Park dedication funds are typically paid by developers when 
land is subdivided or otherwise redeveloped. 
 
The alignment of the path is shown in Figures 2 and 3 on the next page.  
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Figure 2: Trail location in south park area (west of APi headquarters) 
 

 
 

Plan courtesy of New Brighton Engineering Department 

 
Figure 3: Trail location in Long Lake Regional Park (near Long Lake boat landing) 

 

 
 
Plan courtesy of New Brighton Engineering Department 
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NW Refinery Site 
 
The City recently met with representatives from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) 
and Ashland Oil regarding the fate of the former Northwest Refinery site.  The Northwest Refinery 
was operated by a predecessor company to Ashland from the 1940’s to 1960’s, when it was closed 
and dismantled.  The site eventually became part of Midwest Asphalt, which operated an asphalt 
plant and aggregate operations.  During the 1980’s and 1990’s, the MPCA placed the refinery into 
the Superfund program and worked with Ashland on clean-up activities within portions of Long 
Lake Regional Park.  However, and the 8-10 acre area located on NW Quadrant (shaded orange 
in Figure 4) wasn’t cleaned up at that time due to the long-term presence of Midwest Asphalt’s 
aggregate operations.   
 
Figure 4: Northwest Refinery Site 

 
Map courtesy of Barr Engineering 
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NW Refinery Site (cont.) 
 
The City acquired the site in 2006 and agreed to remediate the site in MPCA’s voluntary program, 
as part of the larger clean-up across the Midwest Asphalt property to support development plans in 
the NW Quadrant.  The approved clean-up plan called for the installation of 4 of clean cover soils 
over the NW Refinery are using a similar approach that was used in Long Lake Regional Park.  
The City obtained $1.9M in clean-up grants from Minnesota DEED and Met Council to remediate 
the adjacent areas of the Midwest Asphalt site. 
 
In the winter of 2007, the City began clean-up preparations, which included searching for and 
sealing old groundwater wells.  During the process, the presence of the buried former refinery 
infrastructure was discovered, including pipes and tank bottoms.  The MPCA requested that the 
City suspend its clean-up efforts while the agency evaluated regulatory options.  Over the past two 
years, the City continued with the balance of the soil clean-up on the Midwest Asphalt property for 
areas located outside of the Northwest Refinery site. 
 
Since 2007, Ashland has been working with the MPCA to do additional analysis of the 
environmental impacts.  This fall, Ashland has agreed to prepare a detailed excavation plan for the 
8-10 acres on the NW Quadrant that will identify all of the areas in need of clean-up.  In addition, 
the company will consider paying the state for environmental damages impacts caused to a nearby 
wetland in Long Lake Regional Park.  
 
One of the goals is to de-list the site from the Superfund program, as a result of the planned 
Ashland clean-up.  Such delisting will improve the redevelopment potential of property in and 
around the site.  Ashland would also like to close out their site clean-up responsibilities and receive 
certain assurances from the state that it will not seek further remediation from the company.  Under 
ideal circumstances the parties will finalize an agreement by next spring for Ashland to start their  
clean-up next fall. 
 
 

 NWQ Rebranding 
  
 The City is continuing its efforts to market the Northwest Quadrant project. 
 In the last edition of the Northwest Quadrant Report, it was noted that the 
 City hired the Risdall Marketing Group (RMG) to assist with the  
 “rebranding” of the Northwest Quadrant project.  Among the goals of this 

exercises are developing key marketing themes, and ultimately a new name, logo and tag line.   
 
Over the last two months, RMG has conducted surveys with developers to learn their perceptions 
of the project and broader community.  In addition, the City Council has been interviewed to  
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NWQ Rebranding (cont.) 
 
identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats – often referred to as S.W.O.T. 
analysis.  The SWOT analysis revealed a number of different things about the project and the 
broader community: 
 
Strengths 
 

• Well known intersection 
• Proximity to regional park 
• Safe community  
• Sense of history 

 
Weaknesses 
 

• Pollution/remediation 
• Negative press in the past 
• Limited shopping in the area 

 
Opportunities 
 

• Land is ready for development 
• Unique features (i.e. proximity to transit, parks, downtowns) 

 
Threats 
 

• Competition from other development (i.e. Roseville, Arden Hills) 
• Poor economy 

 
In the coming months, Risdall will begin assembling these comments into a new marketing 
strategy.  This strategy also includes a new project name, logo, and tag line.   In addition to this 
effort, the City is also talking with developers to make them aware of development opportunities in 
the NW Quadrant.  In general, the real estate development market is at a standstill, waiting for 
overall economy to improve.  Most developers indicated that the credit markets are still very tight 
and most projects are being deferred until 2010 or 2011.  In the meantime, City will continue to 
market the property in anticipation of a market rebound in the next couple of years. 
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About the Northwest Quadrant Report 
The Northwest Quadrant Report is a periodic update prepared by the City of New Brighton 
Community Development staff.  These reports are intended to supplement the City’s newsletter 
and website. 
 
For more information contact Grant Fernelius, Community Development Director at 651-638-2057 
(email: gfernelius@newbrightonmn.gov); Dean Lotter, City Manager at 651-638-2041 (email: 
dlotter@newbrightonmn.gov); or Janice Gundlach, City Planner at 651-638-2059 (email: 
janice.gundlach@newbrightonmn.gov). 
 
Your feedback is greatly appreciated. 
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